
Expertise
Outsource your EDR 
management to a team 
of industry experts 

Scalability
Increase your endpoint 
count with ease while 
reducing alert fatigue

Proactivity
Benefit from real-time 
threat hunting for early 
detection   

Efficiency
Accelerate response 
times with a cohesive 
security stack 

Complimentary Solutions to Combat Advanced Threats 
Cyberattack tactics and techniques have expanded and advanced, and with it, must your cybersecurity 
stack. A mature, end-to-end cybersecurity strategy is key to business longevity, customer retention, 
and overall profitability.    

In years past, you may have been able to get away with an antivirus (AV) or endpoint detection and 
response (EDR) solution, but those days are gone. Traditional AV solutions only detect known threats 
and find evidence of compromise once an attack has occurred. It quickly becomes out of date and is 
often too late. A step up from AV, EDR solutions focus on endpoint security and rely on automated 
processes and machine learning algorithms—defensive layers advanced adversaries can easily surpass. 

It’s time to mature your security stack. By adding Blackpoint Cyber to your arsenal of vendor solutions, 
you’ll benefit from a live, 24/7 team of security experts and threat hunters protecting you from the 
latest advanced cyberthreats in real time. With former military and USG (U.S. government) experience, 
the Blackpoint team knows what to look for, instead of relying on limited rules and machine learning. 

Detect First and Respond Fast  
Taking Integrations One Step Further  

Traditional integrations simply add context and continuity, which benefits the customer and vendor 
user experience. For example, Blackpoint’s integration with Cisco Meraki adds device and network 
information, enhancing the live network map within our proprietary technology, SNAP-Defense.

Comparatively, with Blackpoint’s Managed EDR solution, our around-the-clock security operations 
center (SOC) team not only ingests the solution’s metadata, but also reviews and triages their 
actionable alerts, resolving threats immediately on your behalf.

SLICK SHEET

Managed EDR vs  
Traditional Integrations
A Comprehensive Comparison

LEARN MORE ABOUT MANAGED EDR
blackpointcyber.com

Streamlined managed endpoint securityManaged EDR

MANAGED EDR SOLUTIONS   
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